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Typology of online networks
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Ackland, R. and Zhu, J. (2015). Social network analysis. In Halfpenny, P. 
and Procter, R., editors, Digital Research Methods. SAGE.

Two dimensions of ties in online networks: 
● directionality - whether a tie is directed versus undirected
● manifestation – the substantiality of the ties: active acts (e.g., 

invitation, acceptance) lead to explicit ties, implicit ties are more 
inferred (e.g., co-occurrence or interactions) 
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Explicitly undirected ties: closest to the classic notion of social networks, i.e., 
friendships that require mutual consent to establish (Facebook is an example).
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Explicitly directed ties involve a one-way, public (or broadcast) mode of 
relations among users (Twitter is an example). 
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Implicitly undirected ties: inferred post hoc, based on semantic 
similarity (e.g., co-usage or co-occurrence of keywords or tags) between 
pairs of nodes (the Flickr photo tagging site is an example).
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Implicitly directed ties: extracted from the interactions of people in 
newsgroups or blogs, hyperlinks between web pages on the WWW; ties 
are implicit because while a person might reply to another person in a 
newsgroup, such “opinion exchanges” are really only indirect or inferred 
connections between the people.
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Exponential Random Graph Models 
(ERGM)
● Hallmark statistical technique for analysing social networks 

(“regression for social networks”)
– Extension of logistic regression for modelling likelihood of tie/edge formation – 

allows explicitly modelling of inter-dependencies e.g. reciprocity, triadic closure

– See e.g. Robins, Pattison, Kalish and Lusher (2007): An Introduction to exponential 
random graph models for social networks, Social Networks, 29

● Cottage industry developing ERGM techniques/tools
– Statnet

– Pnet

– Siena

● If you want to tell whether a “computational social scientist” is 
more a social scientist than a computer scientist, a good indicator 
is whether they use ERGM (computer scientists typically don't...)
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ERGM has been applied to these 3 types of networks...
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e.g. Wimmer and Lewis (2010). Beyond and below racial 
homophily: ERG models of a friendship network 
documented on Facebook. American Journal of 
Sociology, 116(2):583–642.
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e.g. Xu, Huang and Contractor (2013). Exploring Twitter 
Networks in Parallel Computing Environments, XSEDE 
'13, 22-25 July, San Diego, CA
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e.g. Ackland, R. and O’Neil, M. (2011). Online collective 
identity: The case of the environmental movement. 
Social Networks, 33
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But is ERGM really appropriate/viable for 
online networks?  Not always...
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ERGM was designed for these types of 
networks...

Reciprocated 
friendships among 
girls in Marketville 
(from The 
Adolescent Society 
by James C. 
Coleman, 1961)
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...not these types of networks...
Hyperlink network of 
Australian abortion 
debate participants 
2005

Ackland, R. and A. 
Evans (2016), "Using 
the Web to Examine 
the Evolution of the 
Abortion Debate in 
Australia 2005-2015," 
forthcoming in N. 
Brügger and R. 
Schroeder (eds), Web 
as History. London: 
UCL Press
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ERGM may not be appropriate for two 
reasons
● Conceptual: ERGM is designed for statistical analysis 

of social networks, but many online networks are not 
social networks in the sense of inter-dependence 
between actors (actor i takes account of j before 
acting) and edges (e.g. probability of edge from i to j 
being observed dependent on whether there exists 
edge from j to i [reciprocity])
– ERGM designed to model social relations, but in most online 

networks, the edges are not social relations

● Practical: Most online networks are too large and 
dense for effective visualisation techniques, let alone 
ERGM   
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Social Network Analysis and 
Actor-Network Theory
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● A lot has been written about Actor-Network 
Theory (ANT).  Some useful recent references:
– Bruno Latour, Pablo Jensen, Tommaso Venturini, Sébastian 

Grauwin and Dominique Boullier (2012), "'The whole is always 
smaller than its parts’ – a digital test of Gabriel Tardes’ 
monads," The British Journal of Sociology, 63(4), 590-615.

– Tommaso Venturini, Anders Munk, Mathieu Jacomy (2016). 
"Actor-Network VS Network Analysis VS Digital Networks: Are 
We Talking About the Same Networks?," Chapter in 
DigitalSTS: A Handbook and Fieldguide (forthcoming) (David 
Ribes, Janet Vertesi, eds.) 2016.
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● Following draws from Venturini, Munk, Jacomy (2016)... 
● Social Network Analysis (SNA): quantitative techniques to 

analyse and represent connections between social actors
● Actor-Network Theory (ANT): collective phenomena best 

described not by the substance or “essence” of individual 
actors, but by the relations that constitute them

● ANT developed in Science and Technology Studies (STS) – 
mainly a qualitative technique – ethnographic observation of 
scientists in laboratories (mapping “socio-technical 
associations”)
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● Bibliographic databases and citation analysis 
allowed application of ANT beyond the laboratories
– Attempt to “conflate” ANT and SNA

● Increasing availability of digital trace data mapping 
connections between people, organisations, issues 
etc. on the web led to renewed interest in 
conflating ANT and SNA
– Richard Rogers and colleagues at Univ of Amsterdam – 

extended ANT framework beyond STS, map controversies on 
the web (Issuecrawler)
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● At the same time, computer scientists Brin and Page were 
adapting citation analysis (a sociological methodology from 
scientometrics) – the Pagegrank algorithm – to create a 
better search engine, Google

● “This explains why the network-conflation is so powerful: it 
is not just the meeting of two separate sociological schools 
(ANT, SNA); it is that this meeting takes place on the 
ground of one of the major technological (and economic) 
innovation of last century. If it feels more and more natural 
to think of collective phenomena in relational terms, it is 
because digital mediation is increasingly turning them into 
networks.” (Venturini et al, 2016)
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● While SNA has been the foundation for most of my 
research on online networks, I find some aspects of ANT 
increasingly appealing:
– It is hard to think of a (human) actor in a Twitter network as having an 

“essence” when (in big data research) we typically don't know much 
more about the user than the text/hashtags he/she/it has used...perhaps 
we can learn more (or at least something different) via the network of 
connections between users and hashtags i.e. the actor-network

– It can be compelling to interpret emergent clusters in dynamics 
networks as groups or fields but macro structures emerging from micro 
interactions is only one way of looking at the world as Latour and co. 
suggest, perhaps the whole is indeed smaller than its parts...

● But I still have reservations about ANT: can it be 
operationalised...and will it give us insights into the 
social world that we can't gain from SNA? 
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Network visualisation
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Cyberspace

● “Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination 
experienced daily by billions of legitimate 
operators... A graphic representation of data 
abstracted from the banks of every 
computer in the human system. 
Unthinkable complexity. Lines of light 
ranged in the nonspace of the mind, 
clusters and constellations of data. Like city 
lights, receding...” William Gibson, 
Neuromancer, 1984
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3D hyperbolic graphs of Internet topology created using 
the Walrus visualisation tool developed at CAIDA
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Outbound hyperlinks of 
the Australian Labor 
Party

Hyperlink network 
collected using VOSON

Visualisation using 
HypViewer tool by 
Tamara Munzner

Ackland, R. and R. 
Gibson (2004), 
"Mapping Political Party 
Networks on the 
WWW," refereed paper 
presented at the 
Australian Electronic 
Governance 
Conference, 14-15 April 
2004, University of 
Melbourne.
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Tree of Life 
hyperbolic 
visualisation 
in a web 
browser, by  
Jérôme 
Vouillon 
(CNRS). 
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Hyperlink network 
of an 
environmental 
activist 
organisation 
(2006)

Hyperlink data 
collected using 
VOSON

Visualisation using 
Large Graph 
Layout (LGL)
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Hyperlink network of Australian 
web sites focused on abortion

Force-directed graphing algorithm 
(Fruchterman-Reingold) displays 
assortative mixing on abortion 
stance

Note “boundary-spanner” website 
with high betweeness centrality

Hyperlink network collected and 
visualised using VOSON

Ackland, R. and A. Evans (2005), 
"The Visibility of Abortion-Related 
Information on the World Wide 
Web," conference presentation at 
The Australian Sociological 
Association Annual Conference, 6 
December 2005, University of 
Tasmania.
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Adamic, L. and Glance, N. (2005). The political blogosphere and the 2004 U.S. election: 
Divided they blog. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Workshop on Link Discovery 
(LINKDD 2005)
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● Adamic and Glance “Divided They Blog” visualisation became 
the “poster child” poster of computational social science...but it 
is describing a very simple phenomenon (political homophily)
– Do visualisations help understand more complex phenomena?

– What if there isn't two major clusters?  What if you can't ascribe labels to actors?

– Most big data networks will result in network maps that resemble hairballs

– What about dynamic networks? Moving hairballs!

– Techniques for filtering of edges and nodes

● Still waiting for the “Divided They Blog” of dynamic network 
visualisation where everyone says: ahhhh...now I know why 
(dynamic) network visualisation is important/useful...
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Collection of online network data (web 
scraping becomes data collection via APIs)
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● The fact that I'm presenting at a 
computational social science workshop 
today is due to fact back in around 2003 I 
started experimenting with web crawlers 
for social science research (led to 
development of VOSON “Virtual 
Observatory for the Study of Online 
Networks”)
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● The VOSON software enables the collection and analysis of 
WWW hyperlink and text content data, incorporating web mining, 
data visualisation, text analysis and social network analysis. 
VOSON clients/UIs:
– web browser (VOSON) 

– plugin NodeXL template for Excel (VOSON+NodeXL)

● The VOSON software was developed over a period of 10 years at 
the Australian National University (http://vosonlab.net), with 
funding from the Australian Research Council
– 2004 ARC Discovery grant on political parties online (Ackland, Gibson)

– 2005 ARC e-Research grant (Ackland, Gibson, O'Neil, Buchhorn, Bimber, Ward)

● Freely available to academics since 2006 and non-academics 
since 2010, and 2000+ user accounts issued to date. 
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VOSON 2.0 
web interface 
works with 
Firefox, 
Chrome, 
Safari, iPad 

VOSON+NodeXL allows 
construction and import 
of hyperlink networks 
from within NodeXL
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● Subscriber growth pretty 
constant

● Average 1 new subscriber per 
day

● Northwestern University 
“pulse” (Nosh Contractor's 
SNA course)
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● While there is still a role for scraping Web 1.0 
websites, and there is sustained interest in this, 
in many ways it is “yesteday's technology”
– Today, it's all about social media and Application 

Programming Interfaces (APIs)

● Web scraping is possible for Web 1.0, but 
advent of blogging made it harder to scrape the 
web (web forums were already difficult)
– With social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter) only way to get 

the data is via APIs
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● If you are a programmer, it is fairly easy to 
work with APIs
– R statistical software (on CRAN):

● TwitteR
● Rfacebook
● InstaR

– Similar packages available for python
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SocialMediaLab R Package

● Aims to be the “Swiss army knife” for collecting social 
media data via free APIs and constructing datasets for 
network and text analysis

● Current data sources (via free APIs):
– Twitter (via TwitteR)

– Facebook (via Rfacebook)

– YouTube (directly from API)

– Instagram (via instaR)

– [...interested in a new data source? Consider contributing to SML!]

● Released on CRAN November 2015 – current version 
is 0.22.0
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Who has contributed to SocialMediaLab?

– Tim Graham (Sociology, Univ. of 
Queensland - soon to be at ANU, 
@TimothyJGraham) – Lead developer 
and maintainer

– Rob Ackland (ANU, @RobAckland)

– Chung-hong Chan (Journalism and 
Media Studies Centre, Univ. of Hong 
Kong, @chainsawriot) – implementation 
of new UI using maggritr
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● More information
– CRAN page (https://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/SocialMediaLab/index.html)

– VOSON page (http://vosonlab.net/SocialMediaLab)

– GitHub page (https://github.com/voson-
lab/SocialMediaLab)



SocialMediaLab data typology as of a month ago...



Instagram ego 
networks for two 
US politicians

Data collected via 
SocialMediaLab

Network visualised 
using Gephi



Instagram network in 
Newport Beach (site 
of the last Sunbelt 
International Social 
Networks 
Conference)

Data collected via 
SocialMediaLab

Network visualised 
using Gephi



SocialMediaLab data typology as of this week...
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● APIs provide benefits (can get data that are 
hard/impossible to collect otherwise, data arrive 
in nice formats e.g. json) but there are costs
– Reliant on third party

● No one can stop me from scraping public web using VOSON, but 
Twitter can turn off my access to the Twitter firehose if I violate ToS 
e.g. publish Tweet payloads (this is why Indiana University's 
Truthy/OsoMe API does not provide retweet/follows/mentions/replies 
networks...chill coming from Twitter)

● API specifications change (e.g. what just happened to Instagram API)

– Twitter free API: research results can be qualitatively affected 
by sampling (Gonzalez-Bailon paper) 
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Concluding comments: The role of social 
scientists in the big data era
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Some anecdotes...

● Most of the interesting data online are socially 
generated, but given scale/complexity of online 
data, do you need to be an applied physicist to 
be able to work with them?
– Anecdote 1: Conversation with postdoc at Northeastern 

University Network Science Institute (applied physicist, now 
working on computational social science) – I found myself 
saying: “this is certainly the era for a person with your 
background”

● Are people saying similar things to postdocs with “traditional” social 
science background? Explosion of socially-generated big data 
should be a boon for social science and creating “jobs for social 
scientists”
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● Social scientists purely interested in 
conceptual side of big data (e.g. Big Data 
and Society papers on e.g.  “the algorithmic 
society”) are fine: they can just work with 
algorithms as metaphors, and don't 
necessarily need to engage with computer 
scientists...
– Anecdote 2: Prominent Australian sociologist - “when the 

computer scientists speak at these conferences we [the 
sociologists] leave the room, and vice-versa” 
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● Traditionally, empirical social scientists did 
their own data analysis
– Anecdote 3: Indiana University empirical sociologist 

who successfully collaborates with computer 
scientists: “previously I would do the data analysis 
myself but now the scale/complexity is such it is like 
going into a restaurant and ordering a dish that can 
only be prepared by a Michelin Star chef”

● What about the social scientists who want to keep cooking 
for themselves? What are the implications of “contracting out” 
our data analysis to computer scientists? 
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● Implications for education?
– Anecdote 4: My recent experience creating “social 

science of the internet” masters program at ANU
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Social science and big data

● Following draws from González-Bailón, S. (2014): 
"Social Science in the Era of Big Data," Policy & 
Internet, 5(2)

● Two views about Big Data transforming social science:
– Theory and interpretation will become less necessary – data will 

“speak for themselves” - e.g. Anderson (2008) [Anderson, C. (2008): “The 
End of Theory: The Data Deluge Makes the Scientific Method Obsolete.” in Wired 
magazine.]

– Data-driven approaches underestimate role of researchers.  
Disentangling signal from noise is a subjective process.  Need 
(social science) context to identify meaningful correlations (and 
hopefully causality) in the data.

● Perhaps unsurprisingly, I support view #2...
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● In order to insights from Big Data we often 
need to reduce them, by:
– applying filters (allowing identification of relevant 

streams of information) or by

– aggregating them in a way that helps identify the right 
temporal scale or spatial resolution.

● Social science can help in both of those 
stages
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● Filters involve sampling, which social scientists 
know a lot about.  For example with Twitter:
– Choosing keywords or hashtags that identify the relevant streams 

of information, or identifying set of seed users from whom to 
snowball in reconstructing networks of communication. 

– We access Twitter data via application programming interfaces 
(APIs) … these generally do not give access to the full stream of 
information so we don't get a random sample of all activity.

● Both of the above can lead to bias which may lead to 
incorrect conclusions
– e.g. conclusions about composition of communication network on Twitter will be 

biased towards most central/active actors if snowball sampling is used
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● Once we have collected our Twitter data, we need to 
aggregate them to construct networks of 
communication.  Network ties can be:
–  RTs (retweets) - used to broadcast messages sent by others

– @mentions - used to engage in direct communication with others. 

● Conover et al. (2011) found that there is strong 
ideological polarization on Twitter when RTs are used 
for network ties, but no polarisation when @mentions 
are used
– [Conover, M. D., Jacob Ratkiewicz, M. Francisco, B. Goncalves, Alessandro Flammini, and 

Filippo Menczer. 2011. “Political Polarization on Twitter.” in International Conference on 
Weblogs and Social Media (ICWSM'11).]
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“Once again, the data cannot speak by themselves, 
because a lot of choices are made along the way to 
determine how best to analyze them—their 
interpretation very much depends on those choices; 
which are not data-driven but human....In other words, 
Big Data will not bring about the end of theory; quite 
the contrary. And social science has a crucial role to 
play in the discovery of the biases that are intrinsic to 
digital data, as well as in the construction of 
convincing stories about what those data reveal.” 
(González-Bailón, S., 2014)
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Thank you
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